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the persians aeschylus the persians is an athenian tragedy by the ancient greek playwright
aeschylus first produced in 472 bc it is the oldest surviving play in the history of theatre it
dramatises the persian response to news of their military defeat at the battle of salamis 480 bc
which was a decisive episode in the greco persian wars as such the play is also notable for being
the only extant greek tragedy that is based on contemporary events the persians aeschylus
translated by robert potter an ancient greek tragedy the persians takes place in susa which at
the time was one of the capitals of the persian empire and opens with a chorus of old men of susa
who are soon joined by the queen mother atossa as they await news of her son king xerxes
expedition against the greeks expressing her anxiety and unease atossa narrates what is probably
the first dream sequence in european theatre this is an unusual beginning for a tragedy by
aeschylus normally the chorus would not appear until slightly later after a speech by a minor
character an exhausted messenger arrives who offers a graphic description of the battle of
salamis and its gory outcome he tells of the persian defeat the names of the persian generals who
have been killed and that xerxes had escaped and is returning the climax of the messenger s
speech is his rendition of the battle cry of the greeks as they charged on sons of greece set
free your fatherland your children wives homes of your ancestors and temples of your gods save
all or all is lost 401 405 at the tomb of her dead husband darius atossa asks the chorus to
summon his ghost some remedy he knows perhaps knows ruin s cure they say on learning of the
persian defeat darius condemns the hubris behind his son s decision to invade greece he
particularly rebukes an impious xerxes decision to build a bridge over the hellespont to expedite
the persian army s advance before departing the ghost of darius prophesies another persian defeat
at the battle of plataea 479 bce where the plain grows lush and green where asopus stream plumps
rich boeotia s soil the mother of disasters awaits them there reward for insolence for scorning
god xerxes finally arrives dressed in torn robes grief swarms the queen says just before his
arrival but worst of all it stings to hear how my son my prince wears tatters rags 845 849 and
reeling from his crushing defeat the rest of the drama 908 1076 consists of the king alone with
the chorus engaged in a lyrical kommós that laments the enormity of persia s defeat the persians
aeschylus translated by robert potter an ancient greek tragedy a superb new edition the persians
is an ancient greek tragedy written during the classical period of ancient greece by the greek
tragedian aeschylus it is the second and only surviving part of a now otherwise lost trilogy that
won the first prize at the dramatic competitions in athens city dionysia festival in 472 bce with
pericles serving as choregos the first play in the trilogy was called phineus it presumably dealt
with jason and the argonauts rescue of king phineus from the torture that the monstrous harpies
inflicted at the behest of zeus the subject of the third play glaucus was either a mythical
corinthian king who was devoured by his horses because he angered the goddess aphrodite see
glaucus son of sisyphus or else a boeotian farmer who ate a magical herb that transformed him
into a sea deity with the gift of prophecy see glaucus the persians takes place in susa which at
the time was one of the capitals of the persian empire and opens with a chorus of old men of susa
who are soon joined by the queen mother atossa as they await news of her son king xerxes
expedition against the greeks expressing her anxiety and unease atossa narrates what is probably
the first dream sequence in european theatre this is an unusual beginning for a tragedy by
aeschylus normally the chorus would not appear until slightly later after a speech by a minor
character an exhausted messenger arrives who offers a graphic description of the battle of
salamis and its gory outcome he tells of the persian defeat the names of the persian generals who
have been killed and that xerxes had escaped and is returning the climax of the messenger s
speech is his rendition of the battle cry of the greeks as they charged on sons of greece set
free your fatherland your children wives homes of your ancestors and temples of your gods save
all or all is lost 401 405 at the tomb of her dead husband darius atossa asks the chorus to
summon his ghost some remedy he knows perhaps knows ruin s cure they say on learning of the
persian defeat darius condemns the hubris behind his son s decision to invade greece he
particularly rebukes an impious xerxes decision to build a bridge over the hellespont to expedite
the persian army s advance before departing the ghost of darius prophesies another persian defeat
at the battle of plataea 479 bce where the plain grows lush and green where asopus stream plumps
rich boeotia s soil the mother of disasters awaits them there reward for insolence for scorning
god 9 xerxes finally arrives dressed in torn robes grief swarms the queen says just before his
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arrival but worst of all it stings to hear how my son my prince wears tatters rags 845 849 and
reeling from his crushing defeat the rest of the drama 908 1076 consists of the king alone with
the chorus engaged in a lyrical kommós that laments the enormity of persia s defeat the third
edition of this volume includes newly revised authoritative and compelling translations of four
timeless works by the ancient greek tragedian aeschylus i contains the persians translated by
seth benardete the seven against thebes translated by david grene the suppliant maidens
translated by seth benardete and prometheus bound translated by david grene for this edition mark
griffith and glenn w most have carefully updated these translations to bring them even closer to
the ancient greek while retaining the vibrancy for which the renowned university of chicago press
series is famous this edition also includes brand new translations of euripides medea the
children of heracles andromache and iphigenia among the taurians fragments of lost plays by
aeschylus and the surviving portion of sophocles s satyr drama the trackers new introductions for
each play offer essential information about its first production plot and reception in antiquity
and beyond in addition each volume includes an introduction to the life and work of its tragedian
as well as notes addressing textual uncertainties and a glossary of names and places mentioned in
the plays the entire series has also been reorganized both within and between volumes to reflect
the most up to date scholarship on the order in which the plays were originally written a ghost
summoned with bizarre rituals from the underworld the elaborate protocol of the persian court a
thrilling eye witness account of the battle of salamis as the earliest surviving european drama
it is of incalculable interest for students of ancient literature as the only extended account of
the persian wars by an author who fought in this is a literary study of aeschylus persians
alongside herodotus histories which offers a comprehensive understanding what actually happened
at the battle of salamis and afterwards thomas harrison examines the political and ideological
motivating factors underpinning persai in the context of the times aeschylus persians is not only
the first surviving greek drama it is also the only tragedy to take for its subject historical
rather than mythical events the repulse of the army of xerxes at salamis in 480 b c it has
frequently been mined for information on the tactics of salamis or the greeks knowledge of
persian names or institutions but it also has a broader value one that has not often been
realised what does it tell us about greek representations of persia or of the athenians self
image what can we glean from it of the politics of early fifth century athens or of the athenians
conception of their empire how if at all can such questions be approached without doing violence
to the persians as a drama what are the implications of the play for the nature of tragedy the
persians persae is aeschylus first surviving play unlike all other surviving greek tragedies
which deal with persons and events from the remote mythical past it is about living persons and
events that took place barely eight years before it was produced in march 472 bc the setting of
the play is susa the persian capital its hero the persian king who came so close to defeating the
greeks in 480 its theme his own defeat at their hands anthony j podlecki s translation of the
play is complemented by a comprehensive introduction and notes drawing the reader s attention to
conventions of idiom and imagery legend and allusion with detailed discussion of the play in
relation to possible antecedents levels of tragic action and metrical schema the book is ideally
suited to students of drama and literature as well as classics an accurate and readable new
translation with introduction extensive explanatory notes and up to date bibliography of four of
aeschylus plays including the unique historical tragedy persians and the hugely influential
prometheus bound aeschylus 525 456 bc brought a new grandeur and epic sweep to the drama of
classical athens raising it to the status of high art the persians the only greek tragedy to deal
with events from recent athenian history depicts the final defeat of persia in the battle of
salamis through the eyes of the persian court of king xerxes becoming a tragic lesson in tyranny
in prometheus bound the defiant titan prometheus is brutally punished by zeus for daring to
improve the state of wretchedness and servitude in which mankind is kept seven against thebes
shows the inexorable downfall of the last members of the cursed family of oedipus while the
suppliants relates the pursuit of the fifty daughters of danaus by the fifty sons of aegyptus and
their final rescue by a heroic king aeschylus persians is the earliest extant greek tragedy and
sole surviving historical tragedy it tells the story of the persian king xerxes disastrous
invasion of greece in 480 79 and dramatises his return to persia in rags to face the condemnation
of his elders and to lament his defeat the first western depiction of the causes and limits of
imperialist conquest the persians is especially relevant today the play is unflinching in its
portrayal of the horrors of the persian defeat but it is not merely a paean to western freedom
democracy courage and military supremacy it is a meditation on the tendency of wealth power and
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success to take on a momentum of their own and to push societies to the brink of ruin this
companion to the play provides historical context thematic discussion literary and performance
history bibliography and glossary it is entirely accessible to those studying the play in
translation as well as the original greek back cover a new accurate and readable translation of
four of aeschylus plays persians seven against thebes suppliants and prometheus bound it is based
upon the most authoritative recent edition of the greek text and particular care is taken with
the many lyric passages a lengthy introduction sets the plays in their original context and
includes short appreciative essays on them the explanatory notes treat dramatic issues structure
and form and theatrical aspects as well as details of content and language major difficulties in
the texts themselves which affect general interpretation are briefly discussed the volume as a
whole should provide an informative reliable and suggestive basis for study and enjoyment aaron
poochigian s new translations of aeschylus s earliest extant plays provide the clearest rendering
yet of their formal structure the distinction between spoken and sung rhythms is as sharp as it
is in the source texts and for the first time readers in english can fully grasp the balanced
harmonious arrangement of choral odes the importance of these works to the history of drama and
tragedy and to the history of classical literature is beyond question and their themes of
military hubris and foreign versus native are deeply relevant today persians offers a
surprisingly sympathetic portrayal of the athenians most hated enemy in seven against thebes
argive invaders though no less greek than the thebans themselves are portrayed as barbarians and
in suppliants the city of argos is called upon to protect egyptian refugees based on textual
evidence and the archaeological remains of the theater of dionysus at athens poochigian s
introductory overview of stage properties and accompanying stage directions allow readers to
experience the plays as they were performed in their own time he is most careful in his
translations of the plays choral odes instead of rendering them with little or no form poochigian
has preserved the comprehensive structures aeschylus himself employed readers are thus able to
recognize aeschylus as a master of poetry as well as of drama poochigian s translations are the
most accurate renditions of the poetry and dramaturgy of the original works available intended to
be both read as literature and performed as plays these translations are lucid and readable while
remaining staunchly faithful to the texts a boon for classicists and general readers alike for
the reader who comes to tragedy for the first time these translations are eminently accessible
and consummately american in tone and feeling for the classicist these versions constitute an
ambitious reinterpretation of traditional masterpieces after 2 500 years the poetry of euripides
and aeschylus has found a new voice in fact ten of them the boston book review classical greek
dramatic poetry and drama aeschylus c 525 456 bce is the dramatist who made athenian tragedy one
of the world s great art forms seven of his eighty or so plays survive complete including the
oresteia trilogy and the persians the only extant greek historical drama fragments of his lost
plays also survive a new edition with introduction and commentary of aeschylus persae first
produced in 472 bc a f garvie argues that the play is a genuine tragedy which far from presenting
a simple moral of hybris punished by the gods poses questions concerning human suffering to which
there are no easy answers this is trilogy of geek tragedies written by aeschylus which has been
culturally important knowledge base of civilization the work was translated by robert potter a
classic english scholar in 19th century we have formatted the book for an easy reading experience
if you enjoy historic classic literary work aeschylus is often regarded as the father of greek
tragedy he moved play writing from the simple interaction of a single character and a chorus to
one where many characters interact and thereby create more dynamic and dramatic situations
aeschylus was the son of euphorion and a scion of a eupatrid or noble family he was born at
eleusis 525 b c or as the greeks calculated time in the fourth year of the 63rd olympiad he first
worked at a vineyard and whilst there claimed to have been visited by dionysis in a dream and
told to turn his attention to the tragic art it was a dream that would deliver a rich and
incredible legacy through his writing talents his earliest tragedy composed when he was twenty
six years of age failed to win the fabled dionysia a revered festival of theatre and it was not
until fifteen years later that he gained this victory in 484bc going on to win it again in 472 bc
for the persians 467 bc for seven against thebes and 463 bc for the suppliants aeschylus was also
known for his military skills and was ready to fight in defence of athens whenever the call was
made he and his brother cynegeirus fought against darius s invading persian army at the battle of
marathon in 490 bce and although the greeks won against overwhelming odds cynegeirus died in the
battle which had a naturally had a profound effect on aeschylus he made several visits to the
important greek city of syracuse in sicily at the invitation of the tyrant hieron and it is
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thought that he also travelled extensively in the region of thrace his writing continued to be
the envy of others with the series of plays of which seven against thebes was a part his
supremacy was undisputed he was the father of tragedy aeschylus made many changes to dramatic
form the importance of the chorus was demoted and a second added to give prominence to the
dialogue and making that interchange the leading feature of the play he removed all deeds of
bloodshed from the public view and in their place provided various spectacular elements improving
the costumes making the masks more expressive and convenient and probably adopting the cothurnus
to increase the stature of the performers finally he established the custom of contending for the
prize with trilogies an inter connecting set of three independent dramas the closing years of the
life of aeschylus were mainly spent in sicily which he had first visited soon after his defeat at
the dionysia by sophocles aeschylus returned to athens to produce his orestean trilogy probably
the finest of his works although the eumenides the last of the three plays revealed so openly his
aristocratic tendencies that he became extremely unpopular and returned to sicily for the last
time in 458 bce and it was there that he died while visiting the city of gela in 456 or 455 bce
aeschylus 525 456 bc brought a new grandeur and epic sweep to the drama of classical athens
raising it to the status of high art the persians the only greek tragedy to deal with events from
recent athenian history depicts the final defeat of persia in the battle of salamis through the
eyes of the persian court of king xerxes becoming a tragic lesson in tyranny in prometheus bound
the defiant titan prometheus is brutally punished by zeus for daring to improve the state of
wretchedness and servitude in which mankind is kept seven against thebes shows the inexorable
downfall of the last members of the cursed family of oedipus while the suppliants relates the
pursuit of the fifty daughters of danaus by the fifty sons of aegyptus and their final rescue by
a heroic king for more than seventy years penguin has been the leading publisher of classic
literature in the english speaking world with more than 1 700 titles penguin classics represents
a global bookshelf of the best works throughout history and across genres and disciplines readers
trust the series to provide authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and notes by
distinguished scholars and contemporary authors as well as up to date translations by award
winning translators thank you for checking out this book by theophania publishing we appreciate
your business and look forward to serving you soon we have thousands of titles available and we
invite you to search for us by name contact us via our website or download our most recent
catalogues the suppliants pays tribute to the democratic undercurrents running through athens in
advance of the establishment of a democratic government in 461 in the play the danaids the fifty
daughters of danaus founder of argos flee a forced marriage to their cousins in egypt they turn
to king pelasgus of argos for protection but pelasgus refuses until the people of argos weigh in
on the decision a distinctly democratic move on the part of the king the people decide that the
danaids deserve protection and they are allowed within the walls of argos despite egyptian
protests the persians is based on experiences in aeschylus s own life specifically the battle of
salamis it is unique among surviving greek tragedies in that it describes a recent historical
event the persians focuses on the popular greek theme of hubris by blaming persia s loss on the
pride of its king it opens with the arrival of a messenger in susa the persian capital bearing
news of the catastrophic persian defeat at salamis to atossa the mother of the persian king
xerxes atossa then travels to the tomb of darius her husband where his ghost appears to explain
the cause of the defeat it is he says the result of xerxes hubris in building a bridge across the
hellespont an action which angered the gods xerxes appears at the end of the play not realizing
the cause of his defeat and the play closes to lamentations by xerxes and the chorus seven
against thebes has the contrasting theme of the interference of the gods in human affairs it also
marks the first known appearance in aeschylus s work of a theme which would continue through his
plays that of the polis the city being a key development of human civilization the play tells the
story of eteocles and polynices the sons of the shamed king of thebes oedipus the sons agree to
alternate in the throne of the city but after the first year eteocles refuses to step down and
polynices wages war to claim his crown the brothers kill each other in single combat and the
original ending of the play consisted of lamentations for the dead brothers prometheus bound is
attributed to aeschylus by ancient authorities the play consists mostly of static dialogue as
throughout the play the titan prometheus is bound to a rock as punishment from the olympian zeus
for providing fire to humans the god hephaestus the titan oceanus and the chorus of oceanids all
express sympathy for prometheus plight prometheus meets io a fellow victim of zeus cruelty and
prophesies her future travels revealing that one of her descendants will free prometheus the play
closes with zeus sending prometheus into the abyss because prometheus refuses to divulge the
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secret of a potential marriage that could be zeus downfall four plays of aeschylus contains four
plays by aeschylus the greek playwright and tragedian often considered the father of tragedy he
was the reformer of the ancient greek theatre and the author of more than 100 plays yet only
seven were preserved until now four of them the suppliant maidens the persians the seven against
thebes and the prometheus bound are presented in this book this work has been selected by
scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we
know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original
work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most
of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other
notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and
possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as
no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a
historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc
scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and
made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and
thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant persae is a
greek tragedy by aeschylus that tells the story of the persian wars it was first performed in
athens in 472 bc and is one of the oldest extant plays in the western canon the play explores
themes of pride hubris and the consequences of war and it provides a glimpse into the cultural
mindset of ancient greece this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important
and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain
in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may
freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the
body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be
preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the
preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive
and relevant aeschylus persians is unique in being the only extant greek tragedy on an historical
subject greece s victory in 480 bc over the great persian king xerxes eight years before the play
was written and first performed in 472 bc looking at persians examines how aeschylus responded to
such a turning point in athenian history and how his audience may have reacted to his play as
well as considering the play s relationship with earlier lost tragedies and discussing its
central themes including war nature and the value of human life the volume considers how persians
may have been staged in fifth century athens and how it has been performed today the twelve
essays presented here are written by prominent international academics and offer insightful
analyses of the play from the perspectives of performance history and society intended for
readers ranging from school students and undergraduates to teachers and those interested in drama
including practitioners this volume also includes an accurate accessible and performance friendly
english translation of persians by david stuttard the persae is the oldest of surviving plays and
its subject matter is unique in ancient drama since it is concerned with a recent historical
event the defeat of the persians at salamis yet before the publication of this work in 1960 there
had been no edition suitable for university students and scholars this major edition the first to
be attempted on such a scale incorporated much material that former editions had neglected
including a number of textual suggestions and elucidations in his introduction dr broadhead
assesses the persae as a work of dramatic art considers how far aeschylus patriotism has coloured
his presentation of the tragedy discusses the possibility that the play is part of a tetralogy
and reviews the evidence for a sicilian text he also explains the principles followed in
establishing the text which is accompanied by select critical notes there is a full scale
commentary which takes account of the scholarship that was current when this volume was first
published the appendices form an important supplement and include a conspectus of metres notes on
spirit raising the tragic kommos and persian names and an account of the battle of salamis this
work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge
base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and
remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright
references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries
around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united
states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and
distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work
as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor
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pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be
preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the
preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive
and relevant excerpt from four plays of aeschylus the suppliant maidens the persians the seven
against thebes prometheus bound i as the nightingale passioning for sorrow to ionian music tune
my pipe and these soft cheeks feel the rain worn furrow that on nilus bank grew round and ripe
for my heart hath learnt the meaning of tears about the publisher forgotten books publishes
hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a
reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to
digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections
present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or
missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the
state of such historical works this edition of aeschylus s classic plays brings together three of
the playwright s most powerful and exciting works the suppliants tells the story of 50 women who
seek refuge in argos after fleeing their previous home while persians focuses on the aftermath of
the defeat of the persian king xerxes seven against thebes tells the story of the seven against
thebes a group of heroes who sought to conquer the city of thebes this edition includes a new
introduction and notes by john dunning cooper that provide historical and literary context for
the plays this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of
the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united
states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and
distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work
scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and
made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and
thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant verse drama
persians is a beautifully poetic version of aeschylus tragic play kaite o reilly s masterly
retelling of this 2 500 year old story focuses on how war destroys people s identity and her use
of language is contemporary but never loses any of the historical context this work has been
selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as
true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references
library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the
world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of
america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute
this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a
reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor
pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be
preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the
preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive
and relevant based on the conviction that only translators who write poetry themselves can
properly re create the celebrated and timeless tragedies of aeschylus sophocles and euripides the
greek tragedy in new translations series offers new translations that go beyond the literal
meaning of the greek in order to evoke the poetry of the originals the volume brings together
four major works by one of the great classical dramatists prometheus bound translated by james
scully and c john herrington a haunting depiction of the most famous of olympian punishments the
suppliants translated by peter burian an extraordinary drama of flight and rescue arising from
women s resistance to marriage persians translated by janet lembke and c john herington a
masterful telling of the persian wars from the view of the defeated and seven against thebes
translated by anthony hecht and helen bacon a richly symbolic play about the feuding sons of
oedipus these four tragedies were originally available as single volumes this new volume retains
the informative introductions and explanatory notes of the original editions and adds a single
combined glossary and greek line numbers this historic book may have numerous typos and missing
text purchasers can usually download a free scanned copy of the original book without typos from
the publisher not indexed not illustrated 1908 edition excerpt in fenced array have reaped their
harvest in the bay a darkling harvest field of fate a sea a shore of doom and hate chorus cry out
and learn the tale of woe where are thy comrades where the band who stood beside thee hand in
hand a little while ago where now hath pharandalces gone where psammis and where pelagon where
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now is brave agdabatas and susas too and datamas hath susiscanes past away the chieftain of
ecbatana xerxes i left them mangled castaways flung from their tyrian deck and tossed on
salaminian water ways from surging tides to rocky coast chorus alack and is pharnuchus slain and
ariomardus brave in vain where is seualces heart of fire lilaeus child of noble sire are tharubis
and memphis sped hystaechmas artembares dead and where is brave masistes where sum up death s
count that i may hear xerxes alas alas they came their eyes surveyed ancestral athens on that
fatal day then with a rending struggle were they laid upon the land and gasped their life away
chorus and batanochus child alpistus great surnamed the eye of state saw you and left you him who
once of old ten thousand thousand fighting men enrolled his sire was child of sesamas and he from
megabates sprang ah woe is me thou king of evil fate hast thou lost parthus lost oebares great
alas the sorrow blow succeedeth blow on persia s pride thou tellest woe on woe xerxes bitter
indeed the pang for comrades slain the brave and bold thou strikest to my soul pain pain beyond
forgetting hateful pain my inner spirit sobs and sighs with dole chorus another yet we yearn to
see and see not ah thy chivalry xanthis thou chief of mardian men countless and thou anchares
bright and ye whose cars controlled the



The Persians 2021-11-16 the persians aeschylus the persians is an athenian tragedy by the ancient
greek playwright aeschylus first produced in 472 bc it is the oldest surviving play in the
history of theatre it dramatises the persian response to news of their military defeat at the
battle of salamis 480 bc which was a decisive episode in the greco persian wars as such the play
is also notable for being the only extant greek tragedy that is based on contemporary events
The Persians 2015-02-03 the persians aeschylus translated by robert potter an ancient greek
tragedy the persians takes place in susa which at the time was one of the capitals of the persian
empire and opens with a chorus of old men of susa who are soon joined by the queen mother atossa
as they await news of her son king xerxes expedition against the greeks expressing her anxiety
and unease atossa narrates what is probably the first dream sequence in european theatre this is
an unusual beginning for a tragedy by aeschylus normally the chorus would not appear until
slightly later after a speech by a minor character an exhausted messenger arrives who offers a
graphic description of the battle of salamis and its gory outcome he tells of the persian defeat
the names of the persian generals who have been killed and that xerxes had escaped and is
returning the climax of the messenger s speech is his rendition of the battle cry of the greeks
as they charged on sons of greece set free your fatherland your children wives homes of your
ancestors and temples of your gods save all or all is lost 401 405 at the tomb of her dead
husband darius atossa asks the chorus to summon his ghost some remedy he knows perhaps knows ruin
s cure they say on learning of the persian defeat darius condemns the hubris behind his son s
decision to invade greece he particularly rebukes an impious xerxes decision to build a bridge
over the hellespont to expedite the persian army s advance before departing the ghost of darius
prophesies another persian defeat at the battle of plataea 479 bce where the plain grows lush and
green where asopus stream plumps rich boeotia s soil the mother of disasters awaits them there
reward for insolence for scorning god xerxes finally arrives dressed in torn robes grief swarms
the queen says just before his arrival but worst of all it stings to hear how my son my prince
wears tatters rags 845 849 and reeling from his crushing defeat the rest of the drama 908 1076
consists of the king alone with the chorus engaged in a lyrical kommós that laments the enormity
of persia s defeat
The Persians Persae 1948 the persians aeschylus translated by robert potter an ancient greek
tragedy a superb new edition the persians is an ancient greek tragedy written during the
classical period of ancient greece by the greek tragedian aeschylus it is the second and only
surviving part of a now otherwise lost trilogy that won the first prize at the dramatic
competitions in athens city dionysia festival in 472 bce with pericles serving as choregos the
first play in the trilogy was called phineus it presumably dealt with jason and the argonauts
rescue of king phineus from the torture that the monstrous harpies inflicted at the behest of
zeus the subject of the third play glaucus was either a mythical corinthian king who was devoured
by his horses because he angered the goddess aphrodite see glaucus son of sisyphus or else a
boeotian farmer who ate a magical herb that transformed him into a sea deity with the gift of
prophecy see glaucus the persians takes place in susa which at the time was one of the capitals
of the persian empire and opens with a chorus of old men of susa who are soon joined by the queen
mother atossa as they await news of her son king xerxes expedition against the greeks expressing
her anxiety and unease atossa narrates what is probably the first dream sequence in european
theatre this is an unusual beginning for a tragedy by aeschylus normally the chorus would not
appear until slightly later after a speech by a minor character an exhausted messenger arrives
who offers a graphic description of the battle of salamis and its gory outcome he tells of the
persian defeat the names of the persian generals who have been killed and that xerxes had escaped
and is returning the climax of the messenger s speech is his rendition of the battle cry of the
greeks as they charged on sons of greece set free your fatherland your children wives homes of
your ancestors and temples of your gods save all or all is lost 401 405 at the tomb of her dead
husband darius atossa asks the chorus to summon his ghost some remedy he knows perhaps knows ruin
s cure they say on learning of the persian defeat darius condemns the hubris behind his son s
decision to invade greece he particularly rebukes an impious xerxes decision to build a bridge
over the hellespont to expedite the persian army s advance before departing the ghost of darius
prophesies another persian defeat at the battle of plataea 479 bce where the plain grows lush and
green where asopus stream plumps rich boeotia s soil the mother of disasters awaits them there
reward for insolence for scorning god 9 xerxes finally arrives dressed in torn robes grief swarms
the queen says just before his arrival but worst of all it stings to hear how my son my prince
wears tatters rags 845 849 and reeling from his crushing defeat the rest of the drama 908 1076



consists of the king alone with the chorus engaged in a lyrical kommós that laments the enormity
of persia s defeat
The Persians 2014-12-05 the third edition of this volume includes newly revised authoritative and
compelling translations of four timeless works by the ancient greek tragedian aeschylus i
contains the persians translated by seth benardete the seven against thebes translated by david
grene the suppliant maidens translated by seth benardete and prometheus bound translated by david
grene for this edition mark griffith and glenn w most have carefully updated these translations
to bring them even closer to the ancient greek while retaining the vibrancy for which the
renowned university of chicago press series is famous this edition also includes brand new
translations of euripides medea the children of heracles andromache and iphigenia among the
taurians fragments of lost plays by aeschylus and the surviving portion of sophocles s satyr
drama the trackers new introductions for each play offer essential information about its first
production plot and reception in antiquity and beyond in addition each volume includes an
introduction to the life and work of its tragedian as well as notes addressing textual
uncertainties and a glossary of names and places mentioned in the plays the entire series has
also been reorganized both within and between volumes to reflect the most up to date scholarship
on the order in which the plays were originally written
Aeschylus I 2013-04-19 a ghost summoned with bizarre rituals from the underworld the elaborate
protocol of the persian court a thrilling eye witness account of the battle of salamis as the
earliest surviving european drama it is of incalculable interest for students of ancient
literature as the only extended account of the persian wars by an author who fought in
Persians 1996 this is a literary study of aeschylus persians alongside herodotus histories which
offers a comprehensive understanding what actually happened at the battle of salamis and
afterwards thomas harrison examines the political and ideological motivating factors underpinning
persai in the context of the times aeschylus persians is not only the first surviving greek drama
it is also the only tragedy to take for its subject historical rather than mythical events the
repulse of the army of xerxes at salamis in 480 b c it has frequently been mined for information
on the tactics of salamis or the greeks knowledge of persian names or institutions but it also
has a broader value one that has not often been realised what does it tell us about greek
representations of persia or of the athenians self image what can we glean from it of the
politics of early fifth century athens or of the athenians conception of their empire how if at
all can such questions be approached without doing violence to the persians as a drama what are
the implications of the play for the nature of tragedy
The Emptiness of Asia 2019-05-02 the persians persae is aeschylus first surviving play unlike all
other surviving greek tragedies which deal with persons and events from the remote mythical past
it is about living persons and events that took place barely eight years before it was produced
in march 472 bc the setting of the play is susa the persian capital its hero the persian king who
came so close to defeating the greeks in 480 its theme his own defeat at their hands anthony j
podlecki s translation of the play is complemented by a comprehensive introduction and notes
drawing the reader s attention to conventions of idiom and imagery legend and allusion with
detailed discussion of the play in relation to possible antecedents levels of tragic action and
metrical schema the book is ideally suited to students of drama and literature as well as
classics
Aeschylus: Persians 1991-10-17 an accurate and readable new translation with introduction
extensive explanatory notes and up to date bibliography of four of aeschylus plays including the
unique historical tragedy persians and the hugely influential prometheus bound
Tradition and Dramatic Form in the Persians of Aeschylus 2023-10-16 aeschylus 525 456 bc brought
a new grandeur and epic sweep to the drama of classical athens raising it to the status of high
art the persians the only greek tragedy to deal with events from recent athenian history depicts
the final defeat of persia in the battle of salamis through the eyes of the persian court of king
xerxes becoming a tragic lesson in tyranny in prometheus bound the defiant titan prometheus is
brutally punished by zeus for daring to improve the state of wretchedness and servitude in which
mankind is kept seven against thebes shows the inexorable downfall of the last members of the
cursed family of oedipus while the suppliants relates the pursuit of the fifty daughters of
danaus by the fifty sons of aegyptus and their final rescue by a heroic king
Aeschylus: Persians and Other Plays 2008-02-28 aeschylus persians is the earliest extant greek
tragedy and sole surviving historical tragedy it tells the story of the persian king xerxes
disastrous invasion of greece in 480 79 and dramatises his return to persia in rags to face the



condemnation of his elders and to lament his defeat the first western depiction of the causes and
limits of imperialist conquest the persians is especially relevant today the play is unflinching
in its portrayal of the horrors of the persian defeat but it is not merely a paean to western
freedom democracy courage and military supremacy it is a meditation on the tendency of wealth
power and success to take on a momentum of their own and to push societies to the brink of ruin
this companion to the play provides historical context thematic discussion literary and
performance history bibliography and glossary it is entirely accessible to those studying the
play in translation as well as the original greek back cover
The Persians and Other Plays 2009-11-26 a new accurate and readable translation of four of
aeschylus plays persians seven against thebes suppliants and prometheus bound it is based upon
the most authoritative recent edition of the greek text and particular care is taken with the
many lyric passages a lengthy introduction sets the plays in their original context and includes
short appreciative essays on them the explanatory notes treat dramatic issues structure and form
and theatrical aspects as well as details of content and language major difficulties in the texts
themselves which affect general interpretation are briefly discussed the volume as a whole should
provide an informative reliable and suggestive basis for study and enjoyment
Aeschylus: Persians 2006 aaron poochigian s new translations of aeschylus s earliest extant plays
provide the clearest rendering yet of their formal structure the distinction between spoken and
sung rhythms is as sharp as it is in the source texts and for the first time readers in english
can fully grasp the balanced harmonious arrangement of choral odes the importance of these works
to the history of drama and tragedy and to the history of classical literature is beyond question
and their themes of military hubris and foreign versus native are deeply relevant today persians
offers a surprisingly sympathetic portrayal of the athenians most hated enemy in seven against
thebes argive invaders though no less greek than the thebans themselves are portrayed as
barbarians and in suppliants the city of argos is called upon to protect egyptian refugees based
on textual evidence and the archaeological remains of the theater of dionysus at athens
poochigian s introductory overview of stage properties and accompanying stage directions allow
readers to experience the plays as they were performed in their own time he is most careful in
his translations of the plays choral odes instead of rendering them with little or no form
poochigian has preserved the comprehensive structures aeschylus himself employed readers are thus
able to recognize aeschylus as a master of poetry as well as of drama poochigian s translations
are the most accurate renditions of the poetry and dramaturgy of the original works available
intended to be both read as literature and performed as plays these translations are lucid and
readable while remaining staunchly faithful to the texts
Aeschylus: Persians and Other Plays 2008-02-28 a boon for classicists and general readers alike
for the reader who comes to tragedy for the first time these translations are eminently
accessible and consummately american in tone and feeling for the classicist these versions
constitute an ambitious reinterpretation of traditional masterpieces after 2 500 years the poetry
of euripides and aeschylus has found a new voice in fact ten of them the boston book review
Persians, Seven against Thebes, and Suppliants 2011-06-01 classical greek dramatic poetry and
drama
The Persians by Aeschylus 2006 aeschylus c 525 456 bce is the dramatist who made athenian tragedy
one of the world s great art forms seven of his eighty or so plays survive complete including the
oresteia trilogy and the persians the only extant greek historical drama fragments of his lost
plays also survive
Aeschylus in English Verse: The seven against Thebes. The Persians 1908 a new edition with
introduction and commentary of aeschylus persae first produced in 472 bc a f garvie argues that
the play is a genuine tragedy which far from presenting a simple moral of hybris punished by the
gods poses questions concerning human suffering to which there are no easy answers
Aeschylus, 2 1998 this is trilogy of geek tragedies written by aeschylus which has been
culturally important knowledge base of civilization the work was translated by robert potter a
classic english scholar in 19th century we have formatted the book for an easy reading experience
if you enjoy historic classic literary work
Persians and Other Plays 2009-01-08 aeschylus is often regarded as the father of greek tragedy he
moved play writing from the simple interaction of a single character and a chorus to one where
many characters interact and thereby create more dynamic and dramatic situations aeschylus was
the son of euphorion and a scion of a eupatrid or noble family he was born at eleusis 525 b c or
as the greeks calculated time in the fourth year of the 63rd olympiad he first worked at a



vineyard and whilst there claimed to have been visited by dionysis in a dream and told to turn
his attention to the tragic art it was a dream that would deliver a rich and incredible legacy
through his writing talents his earliest tragedy composed when he was twenty six years of age
failed to win the fabled dionysia a revered festival of theatre and it was not until fifteen
years later that he gained this victory in 484bc going on to win it again in 472 bc for the
persians 467 bc for seven against thebes and 463 bc for the suppliants aeschylus was also known
for his military skills and was ready to fight in defence of athens whenever the call was made he
and his brother cynegeirus fought against darius s invading persian army at the battle of
marathon in 490 bce and although the greeks won against overwhelming odds cynegeirus died in the
battle which had a naturally had a profound effect on aeschylus he made several visits to the
important greek city of syracuse in sicily at the invitation of the tyrant hieron and it is
thought that he also travelled extensively in the region of thrace his writing continued to be
the envy of others with the series of plays of which seven against thebes was a part his
supremacy was undisputed he was the father of tragedy aeschylus made many changes to dramatic
form the importance of the chorus was demoted and a second added to give prominence to the
dialogue and making that interchange the leading feature of the play he removed all deeds of
bloodshed from the public view and in their place provided various spectacular elements improving
the costumes making the masks more expressive and convenient and probably adopting the cothurnus
to increase the stature of the performers finally he established the custom of contending for the
prize with trilogies an inter connecting set of three independent dramas the closing years of the
life of aeschylus were mainly spent in sicily which he had first visited soon after his defeat at
the dionysia by sophocles aeschylus returned to athens to produce his orestean trilogy probably
the finest of his works although the eumenides the last of the three plays revealed so openly his
aristocratic tendencies that he became extremely unpopular and returned to sicily for the last
time in 458 bce and it was there that he died while visiting the city of gela in 456 or 455 bce
Aeschylus: Persians ; Seven against Thebes ; Suppliants ; Prometheus bound 2008 aeschylus 525 456
bc brought a new grandeur and epic sweep to the drama of classical athens raising it to the
status of high art the persians the only greek tragedy to deal with events from recent athenian
history depicts the final defeat of persia in the battle of salamis through the eyes of the
persian court of king xerxes becoming a tragic lesson in tyranny in prometheus bound the defiant
titan prometheus is brutally punished by zeus for daring to improve the state of wretchedness and
servitude in which mankind is kept seven against thebes shows the inexorable downfall of the last
members of the cursed family of oedipus while the suppliants relates the pursuit of the fifty
daughters of danaus by the fifty sons of aegyptus and their final rescue by a heroic king for
more than seventy years penguin has been the leading publisher of classic literature in the
english speaking world with more than 1 700 titles penguin classics represents a global bookshelf
of the best works throughout history and across genres and disciplines readers trust the series
to provide authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and notes by distinguished scholars and
contemporary authors as well as up to date translations by award winning translators
Aeschylus: Persae 2009-08-27 thank you for checking out this book by theophania publishing we
appreciate your business and look forward to serving you soon we have thousands of titles
available and we invite you to search for us by name contact us via our website or download our
most recent catalogues the suppliants pays tribute to the democratic undercurrents running
through athens in advance of the establishment of a democratic government in 461 in the play the
danaids the fifty daughters of danaus founder of argos flee a forced marriage to their cousins in
egypt they turn to king pelasgus of argos for protection but pelasgus refuses until the people of
argos weigh in on the decision a distinctly democratic move on the part of the king the people
decide that the danaids deserve protection and they are allowed within the walls of argos despite
egyptian protests the persians is based on experiences in aeschylus s own life specifically the
battle of salamis it is unique among surviving greek tragedies in that it describes a recent
historical event the persians focuses on the popular greek theme of hubris by blaming persia s
loss on the pride of its king it opens with the arrival of a messenger in susa the persian
capital bearing news of the catastrophic persian defeat at salamis to atossa the mother of the
persian king xerxes atossa then travels to the tomb of darius her husband where his ghost appears
to explain the cause of the defeat it is he says the result of xerxes hubris in building a bridge
across the hellespont an action which angered the gods xerxes appears at the end of the play not
realizing the cause of his defeat and the play closes to lamentations by xerxes and the chorus
seven against thebes has the contrasting theme of the interference of the gods in human affairs



it also marks the first known appearance in aeschylus s work of a theme which would continue
through his plays that of the polis the city being a key development of human civilization the
play tells the story of eteocles and polynices the sons of the shamed king of thebes oedipus the
sons agree to alternate in the throne of the city but after the first year eteocles refuses to
step down and polynices wages war to claim his crown the brothers kill each other in single
combat and the original ending of the play consisted of lamentations for the dead brothers
prometheus bound is attributed to aeschylus by ancient authorities the play consists mostly of
static dialogue as throughout the play the titan prometheus is bound to a rock as punishment from
the olympian zeus for providing fire to humans the god hephaestus the titan oceanus and the
chorus of oceanids all express sympathy for prometheus plight prometheus meets io a fellow victim
of zeus cruelty and prophesies her future travels revealing that one of her descendants will free
prometheus the play closes with zeus sending prometheus into the abyss because prometheus refuses
to divulge the secret of a potential marriage that could be zeus downfall
The Persians Aeschylus 2020-04-09 four plays of aeschylus contains four plays by aeschylus the
greek playwright and tragedian often considered the father of tragedy he was the reformer of the
ancient greek theatre and the author of more than 100 plays yet only seven were preserved until
now four of them the suppliant maidens the persians the seven against thebes and the prometheus
bound are presented in this book
Aeschylus - The Persians 2017-03-10 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally
important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was
reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible
therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works
have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work
this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations
within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or
corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this
work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we
concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available
to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
The Persae of Aeschylus 1879 persae is a greek tragedy by aeschylus that tells the story of the
persian wars it was first performed in athens in 472 bc and is one of the oldest extant plays in
the western canon the play explores themes of pride hubris and the consequences of war and it
provides a glimpse into the cultural mindset of ancient greece this work has been selected by
scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we
know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other
nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity
individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur
that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the
public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
The Persians and Other Plays 2010-02-23 aeschylus persians is unique in being the only extant
greek tragedy on an historical subject greece s victory in 480 bc over the great persian king
xerxes eight years before the play was written and first performed in 472 bc looking at persians
examines how aeschylus responded to such a turning point in athenian history and how his audience
may have reacted to his play as well as considering the play s relationship with earlier lost
tragedies and discussing its central themes including war nature and the value of human life the
volume considers how persians may have been staged in fifth century athens and how it has been
performed today the twelve essays presented here are written by prominent international academics
and offer insightful analyses of the play from the perspectives of performance history and
society intended for readers ranging from school students and undergraduates to teachers and
those interested in drama including practitioners this volume also includes an accurate
accessible and performance friendly english translation of persians by david stuttard
Four Plays of Aeschylus 2011-06 the persae is the oldest of surviving plays and its subject
matter is unique in ancient drama since it is concerned with a recent historical event the defeat
of the persians at salamis yet before the publication of this work in 1960 there had been no
edition suitable for university students and scholars this major edition the first to be
attempted on such a scale incorporated much material that former editions had neglected including



a number of textual suggestions and elucidations in his introduction dr broadhead assesses the
persae as a work of dramatic art considers how far aeschylus patriotism has coloured his
presentation of the tragedy discusses the possibility that the play is part of a tetralogy and
reviews the evidence for a sicilian text he also explains the principles followed in establishing
the text which is accompanied by select critical notes there is a full scale commentary which
takes account of the scholarship that was current when this volume was first published the
appendices form an important supplement and include a conspectus of metres notes on spirit
raising the tragic kommos and persian names and an account of the battle of salamis
Four Plays of Aeschylus 2022-11-21 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally
important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was
reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible
therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works
have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work
this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations
within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or
corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this
work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we
concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available
to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
Ga Shulou Persai. the Persians of Aeschylus, with Short Engl. Notes [By T.A.W. Buckley]
2016-05-17 excerpt from four plays of aeschylus the suppliant maidens the persians the seven
against thebes prometheus bound i as the nightingale passioning for sorrow to ionian music tune
my pipe and these soft cheeks feel the rain worn furrow that on nilus bank grew round and ripe
for my heart hath learnt the meaning of tears about the publisher forgotten books publishes
hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a
reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to
digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections
present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or
missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the
state of such historical works
Persae 2023-07-18 this edition of aeschylus s classic plays brings together three of the
playwright s most powerful and exciting works the suppliants tells the story of 50 women who seek
refuge in argos after fleeing their previous home while persians focuses on the aftermath of the
defeat of the persian king xerxes seven against thebes tells the story of the seven against
thebes a group of heroes who sought to conquer the city of thebes this edition includes a new
introduction and notes by john dunning cooper that provide historical and literary context for
the plays this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of
the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united
states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and
distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work
scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and
made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and
thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
Looking at Persians 2024-05-30 verse drama persians is a beautifully poetic version of aeschylus
tragic play kaite o reilly s masterly retelling of this 2 500 year old story focuses on how war
destroys people s identity and her use of language is contemporary but never loses any of the
historical context
The Persae ... 1902 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is
part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the
original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the
original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most
important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public
domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you
may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on
the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or
blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is



important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we
appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of
keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
The Persae of Aeschylus 2009-08-06 based on the conviction that only translators who write poetry
themselves can properly re create the celebrated and timeless tragedies of aeschylus sophocles
and euripides the greek tragedy in new translations series offers new translations that go beyond
the literal meaning of the greek in order to evoke the poetry of the originals the volume brings
together four major works by one of the great classical dramatists prometheus bound translated by
james scully and c john herrington a haunting depiction of the most famous of olympian
punishments the suppliants translated by peter burian an extraordinary drama of flight and rescue
arising from women s resistance to marriage persians translated by janet lembke and c john
herington a masterful telling of the persian wars from the view of the defeated and seven against
thebes translated by anthony hecht and helen bacon a richly symbolic play about the feuding sons
of oedipus these four tragedies were originally available as single volumes this new volume
retains the informative introductions and explanatory notes of the original editions and adds a
single combined glossary and greek line numbers
The Dramas of Aeschylus 2015-09-20 this historic book may have numerous typos and missing text
purchasers can usually download a free scanned copy of the original book without typos from the
publisher not indexed not illustrated 1908 edition excerpt in fenced array have reaped their
harvest in the bay a darkling harvest field of fate a sea a shore of doom and hate chorus cry out
and learn the tale of woe where are thy comrades where the band who stood beside thee hand in
hand a little while ago where now hath pharandalces gone where psammis and where pelagon where
now is brave agdabatas and susas too and datamas hath susiscanes past away the chieftain of
ecbatana xerxes i left them mangled castaways flung from their tyrian deck and tossed on
salaminian water ways from surging tides to rocky coast chorus alack and is pharnuchus slain and
ariomardus brave in vain where is seualces heart of fire lilaeus child of noble sire are tharubis
and memphis sped hystaechmas artembares dead and where is brave masistes where sum up death s
count that i may hear xerxes alas alas they came their eyes surveyed ancestral athens on that
fatal day then with a rending struggle were they laid upon the land and gasped their life away
chorus and batanochus child alpistus great surnamed the eye of state saw you and left you him who
once of old ten thousand thousand fighting men enrolled his sire was child of sesamas and he from
megabates sprang ah woe is me thou king of evil fate hast thou lost parthus lost oebares great
alas the sorrow blow succeedeth blow on persia s pride thou tellest woe on woe xerxes bitter
indeed the pang for comrades slain the brave and bold thou strikest to my soul pain pain beyond
forgetting hateful pain my inner spirit sobs and sighs with dole chorus another yet we yearn to
see and see not ah thy chivalry xanthis thou chief of mardian men countless and thou anchares
bright and ye whose cars controlled the
The Suppliant Maidens, the Persians, the Seven Against Thebes, the Prometheus Bound of Aeschylus
1921
Four Plays of Aeschylus 2018-02
Aeschylus 1973
The Suppliants; Persians; And, Seven Against Thebes, of Aeschylus 2023-07-18
Aeschylus' Persians 2019-07-29
Persae 2018-02-09
The Complete Aeschylus:Volume II: Persians and Other Plays 2009-03-17
The Suppliant Maidens, the Persians, the Seven Against Thebes, the Prometheus Bound of Aeschylus
2013-09
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